H OT E L CU B E

PROXIMA SERVICE
_About us
Proxima Service was founded in Turin in 1998, it is an indipendent
software house that designs and develops HOTELCUBE. HOTELCUBE
is a management software suitable for any hotel or hotel cluster.
Proxima Service is a reliable partner of many hotels who requires a
flexible and custom solution, and respond to the multiple business needs. Other facilities includes qualified customer service and excellent
perfomance of PMS (property management system).
HOTELCUBE is developed with innovative technologies and allows to
improve reliability and performance in hotel management, with an user
friendly interface.
Over 600 hotel managers have chosen HOTELCUBE. They have relied
on our specialized hotel business teams.

Your needs, our solutions.

INDIVIDUAL HOTEL

HOTELS CLUSTER

RESORT - HOLIDAY VILLAGE

MOTEL

RESIDENCES - HOSTELS

TAILORED

PROXIMA SERVICE
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HOTELCUBE
_The PMS that grows with your hotel
HOTELCUBE is the versatile hotel management software, designed to
adapt to any type of accomodation property.
The modular design of the solutions allows you to use the modules individually: independent hotel, hotel cluster, Motel, Residence, Villages
and resorts, Hostels, Boutique hotel.

Versatile hotel management software, designed
to adapt to any type of
accomodation property.

As a Microsoft Certified Partner,
HOTELCUBE is a reliable, fast and
intuitive software user interface.
In addition, HOTELCUBE is integrated with Microsoft Office and
is compliance to PCI DSS and
GDPR.

HOTELCUBE is a complete and modular management software. It provides customizable solutions for all departments and
operator class of hotels.
HOTELCUBE can be integrated with other software packages
like accounting systems, the most important booking engine
and channel manager on the market, revenue management,
building automation system, telephone exchanges, pay per
view, totem, etc…
HOTELCUBE provides all year long 24-year telephone and online service support.

Customer support
Proxima Service provides 24 hours a day, 7 days a week service support.
Our technicians are ready to help you throught telephone or e-mail
without filters and tickets.

Team training
There is free tutorial access with training videos to support the staff of
the hotel. During the year new webinars are made about insights on
specific tasks and it can be used at any time.
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HOTELCUBE

PMS Architecture
HOTELCUBE is developed with app/programs built with NET Framework, .NET Core and Anguls. It uses reporting service and Power
BI for the statistical processing and business analysis. It is built on the
powerful reliable Microsoft SQL Server.
The Cloud solution ensures data security and business continuity. Furthermore, it shall ensure benefits to organizational level, optimizing the
space and management cost.

Use your management software safely wherever you are and
from any device.

However, you can choose other options like,
local server solution.

Software integrations
HOTELCUBE is connected to your facilities and it comes complete
with many functions for each department of your hotel.
Automating procesess, In order to answer to any business needs, HOTELCUBE is perfectly integrated to hundreds of external softwares like:

Building automation, phone
system, WI-FI, pay per view,
TOTEM

Web reputation and
revenue management
software

Electronic payments, cash
register, digital signature
and digital scanner ID cards
software

Accounting and
international accounting
standard software
Booking Engine, Channel
Manager and two-way form of
communication GDS System

Proxima Service develops new integrations accommodating client’s
request.

HOTELCUBE
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Modules
HOTELCUBE allows you a complete management of the hotel because it has specific modules for each departments.

B.I. e U.S.A.L.I.

CRM

This module analyzes data,
carries out an assessment to
improve operational performance.

Improves guest relations
and it builds customer loyalty.

Food&Beverage and electronic money

Economato (stock tracking
program)

Shall coordinate bars, restaurants and stores in one
solution.

You can manage stock resulting cost and checking
consumption.

SPA

MICE

Offers management system
of staff, treatments, spa rooms, communal areas to
SPA, throught daily and
week planning.

Offers management system
of conference room, event’s
service orders and contracts.

Mobile Suite
Flexible mobile management each department.
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MODULES

Multi Property
HOTELCUBE nasce Multi Property permettendoti di gestire
più strutture ricettive e cluster
alberghieri.

Multi Property
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MULTI PROPERTY

MULTI PROPERTY
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Front Office
The front-office is designed to
perform and manage any operations in the shortest possibile time and total reliability.
The dashboard and menus are
customizable by each operators
and they allows you to manage the tasks in only one layout.
Informations about availability,
weather forecast history, notes
and rates are given.
In a single layout, workers can
make a reservation, quotation
and turnaways to analyse existing demand in order to compared it to market request.

Easy, accurately
and quickly
The front- office module is designed to perform and manage
other operations in total reliability, like:

Manual and automatic pre-allocation
Rooming list can be imported
from Excel
Housekeeping and Maintainer
Meal reports
Deposit, down payment, payment schedule
Tax obligations (electronic invoice, city tax, …)
Budget, statistic and report
managers
The document management
allows you to send and record
communications about guest
and companies thanks to integration with MS Office and customizable HTML templates.
All HOTELCUBE reports and statistics can be exported to PDF
and Excel.

Dashboard
Allotment
Booking modification (room,
rate, guest number, arrangement etc…)
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FRONT OFFICE

Welcome your Guest
at the Bar or directly in the room using
the Mobile Suite.

Revenue e Rate Management
HOTELCUBE’S revenue management provides to a simple
and powerful analysis to know
booking and cancellation trend
of guests and, also, to have a forecast to maximize revenues.
All PMS data historic can be
combined in order to get complete and updated reports according to indicators of own interest.

Rates to maximize
revenue
This module manages segmentation, forecast and maximization processes. (bid price or
nesting methods are used).

HOTELCUBE allows you to define master and derivative rates by
class and each type room.
Also, you can manage opening
and closing rates, minimum
stay, minimum rates available for
each type room, too.
Rate management rules allows
you to set notification automatic for achieving target.
The different dashboard rates
show competitor’s rates, events, sales thresholds and web reviews.
Every task is processed in real
time, updating the website and
online portals automatically.

REVENUE E RATE MANAGEMENT
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CRM and Marketing
The functions included in the
PMS module allows you to manage marketing activities and
take care of guest relationship.

You can schedule automatic
pre-stay, post-stay and birthday, so you don’t forget anyone,
through PMS.

Centralized archives are available for several hotels and they
are split among guest, potential
guest, companies-agencies and
prospect accounts. They are fully usable from HOTELCUBE modules.

You can manage task planning,
store e-mail, schedule events
and meeting, send promotional
and informative depliant and to
have feedback phone calls.

The strategy to increase
and win new customers.
It is possible to create targeted,
segmented campaigns and implement marketing plan starting
from PMS.
HOTELCUBE’s mailing dashboard filters data about number of
attendance, turnover, nationality, gender and age and show it
over a three-year period.
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CMR AND MARKETING

The database can be written by
importing Excel files and it can
automatically update online lists
through MailChimp and Mailup
integrations.

The CRM module allows you
to customize specific boards
viewable by operator class with
number cells, text, reports.
The CRM improves customer
service with importing data API
from sources outside.
It is also available a tool that allows to aggregate and unify the
guest data in case of duplication.

Day use & day break
HOTELCUBE has a specific module suitable for motels and for
the hotels that operates with day
use and day break occupancy.
This module manages themed
rooms in a simple way with
hourly reservation planning.
Rates with prices and promotions for time slots and days of
the week speed up check-in
operations.

The board shows beds availability and is possibile to book directly from it specific beds according to the age and gender
of the guest.
The rates can be set up weekly
or monthly with recursive invoicing. The integrated utilities management completes this module.

Hostels, university and
public Residences
HOTELCUBE beds management is the answer to the needs
of hostels, university and public
residences; they can easily manage assigning and invoicing
operations for single or multiple
beds in shared rooms.

DAY USE & DAY BREAK
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F&B e Monetica
This module is optimised for
touch devices and tablets, also
it allows the management of all
point of sales like, bars and restaurants and other.
It can classify items up to two
levels
Using menu screens in this
module and daily dishes
Moving the batches in this module over another dining room
Information about arrangement, service packages and
guests request
Splitting your department
prints
In this module you can configure the preferences for kitchen
and dining room
To get started on next dish
You can make reservations of
the table and restaurant bookings connected to room bookings,
too
Possibility to associate product images
Additional informations about
recipe, preparation, alternative
items, calories, cooking time,
and wine indications, complete
the management of this module
You can manage receipt and
invoice by cash registers
You can charge on the bill of
the room the batches or extras.
this is possible to Multi Property
management, too
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F&B E MONETICA

In this module you can split
the batches into multiple bill or
people
Specific reports on international industry standards are available into Business Intelligence,
too

The effective solution
for point of sales
To revolutionize the management of batches with the applications that allows you to take
orders quickly and accurately,
providing a complete service by
mobile device.
In case of a room charge, let
your guest sign directly from the
tablet device.
To eliminate the use of cash in
your properties, the HOTECLUBE Monetica’s module allows
you, through RF/IF cards and
bracelets, to work both on credit and by debiting the account
with discounts per class.

Economato - Stock tracking
program
This module provides a complete control on the stock, determing the consumption of each
department.

Here is an overview
of quantity, costs and
consumption
It allows a complete management about the supplier orders,
the demand goods, loading and
unloading products and forecast
of the needs, expiry date of goods, stock and equipment.

he manages the stock of goods or direct consumption
he checks and analyses meal
costs
he records the load and movement of the goods by electronic barecode systems
he checks the needs of goods
according to the menus to be
made for events, like banqueting
This module includes the possibility to record the suppliers
invoices and the deadline view.

The treasurer manages a lot of
activities with the PMS, F&B and
SPA modules shared database:

ECONOMATO - STOCK TRACKING PROGRAM
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SPA
The HOTELCUBE SPA module
integrates the facilities of the spa
with data and departments hotel.

The wellness management
of your hotel
The hotel with SPA inside and
wellness facilities have also:
A daily and weekly dashboard to manage staff, dressing
room, swimming pool, fitness
room, etc…
This module manages the booking, the bill with direct payment or direct charge to the
room. It is possible to do it in
context multi property, too
This module manages spa treatments, spa package and spa
membership of the guest. You
can, also, define which operator
and room facilities can be booked
The availability of the products on sale and the automatic
stock unloading
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SPA

You can book spa treatments
related to room reservation
You can confirm the reservation to the guest by text message and e-mail
In addition, it allows you to
change the availability on the
dashbord about the planning of
the dressing rooms or the operators
You can manage the gift vouchers, both with coupons and
with treatments
HOTELCUBE allows you to customize your facilities using discounts and promotions on treatments and entrances.
Treatment and product statistics sold, guarantee the control
of the revenues, the use of the
dressing rooms and the use of
the operators.
With the Mobile Suite the Operators can consult the agenda
with appointments and treatments.

MICE - Meetings management
and meeting rooms
The MICE module allows you to
manage events, conference rooms and dining spaces.
The monthly calendar offers an
overview all over the meeting
and restaurant areas necessary
to manage events, optimizing
costs and times.

Management and coordination of the meeting
rooms
The event status (offer, tentative, option, negative, definite) allows operators to respond
promptly to requests and to
have them the overview.

you can book hotel and restaurant rooms including menu
you can book facilities and
equipment, including procurement, external facilities like, garage
you can manage customizable
services plan of each area and to
print quotes or agreements
you can charge on the bill the
events in only one click
The statistics on employment
and production complete the
MICE module.

Each event can be organized like
this:
you can manage multiple meeting rooms, modular rooms,
including set-up, using time and
rate

MICE - MEETINGS MANAGEMENT AND MEETING ROOMS
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BI e USALI
HOTELCUBE’S Business Intelligence allows you to choose
business strategies using complete and updated data coming
directly management hotel
software.

tool fills specific data warehouses which offer different analytical data processing and data mining functionalities.
There are graphs and statistical reports based on detailed
analyzes and increasingly detailed aggregates always updated
that represent the main indices
(ADR, RevPAR, RevPOR, Room
Night, Bed Night - attendance,
production, extra charges, ...) by
customer segment and market,
by source, by reservations, by
customers and by production.

The ability to transform
data into information
The aim is to improve operational results.
The large availability of datas,
coming from the PMS, web, CRM
or other sources and the analysis techniques allow to know
the guest habits. These datas,
also, allow you to optimize decision-making.

All reports are viewable for any
date, period and comparable
them to the budgets about day,
month, occupation or nationality.

There are quick queries and numerical or graphical report forms. The drilling-down technique allows you to deepen and
show the aggregate data.

HOTELCUBE’S BI is mobile! It
allows you to monitor the performance and trend of your hotel by any device.

At daily closing time, the HOTELCUBE Business Intelligence

ADR e ADR Anno prec.
FIER
BEM

Camere per mese
.

IND
OTA
CONV

Presenze per mese

CORP
CORPGDS
FITDYN
FIT

ADR
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BI E USALI

Strategic resource control and efficiency
HOTELCUBE uses the Uniform
System of Accounts for the Lodging Industry (U. S. A. L. I.). It is
the world standard of data presentation of analytical accounting that provides real management control, the real added
value for the decision-making
processes of a hotel business.
HOTELCUBE’s
management
control analyses monthly the
profitability of individual cost
centers (room division, restaurant, bar, etc…). It compares the
data with the same period of the
previous year and with the budget and notes the percentage
deviations.

low to identify the areas of intervention: Departmental profit,
Gross operating profit and Net
profit.
The general accounting interface allows to acquire in automatic
way the user, staff and management costs, allowing an analysis
real time revenues and costs.
All analysis reports can be
exported to Excel, customizable
and editable by the controller.
It is possible to generate many
analysis reports, like for example
aggregate total data or detailed
reports.

The USALI system, analyzes the
total income on 3 levels that al-

BI E USALI
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Mobile Suite
This solution allows to extend
the PMS operations in mobile
mode. It has been designed to
meet the needs of hotel staff
who must be able to work by
mobile devices.

Wherever you are,
take HOTELCUBE
Dashboard. You can directly
check how many guest still have
to arrive or leave, room occupation and average daily rate.
Quick booking facility. This
application allows you to quickly make a reservation by mobile device. You can manage the
online availability and guest requests.
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MOBILE SUITE

Check-in facility. You choose
where to welcome your guests.
Have you ever thought about
making check-in directly in the
guest room? Today, with this application is reality.
Messaging. It is an application
for communication and immediate connection all over the hotel areas and it offers the possibility to send the same message
to people group.
Tracks. Not only can you manage messages, but also daily
tasks of each areas.
Food and Bevarage. It supports the room staff work and
revolutionizes the management
of the batches. This application

allows you to take quickly and
accurately batches, providing
you a complete service by mobile device.

HOTELCUBE Mobile Suite, our
solution for a dynamic hotel
management, effective and reachable from any mobile device.

SPA. The digital calendar manages dates and treatments.
Availability. Keep track of
availability of the rooms for sale.

MOBILE SUITE
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Integrations
HOTELCUBE is interated with
Booking Engine and Channel
Manager, accounting systems
(ERP), RMS, building Automation
systems, switchboards, Wi-Fi,
pay TV, totems and payment systems.

Booking Engine e Channel
Manager
HOTELCUBE integrates the best Channel
manager and Booking
engine two-way form, on market. Each integration allows automatically and in real time:
It records new, modification
and cancellation booking including credit card details. HOTELCUBE compliances PCI-DSS system
It updates the online availability and t sets threshold of sales to
manage overbooking and type
of room
It updates online rates
It updates booking policies
like: opening/closing daily reservation; opening/closing arrival
date; opening/closing departure
date; minimum stay
All features can be activated individually. Also, it is possible to
manage business engine and
channel manager simultaneously.

Accounting software
The accounting system
produces tax documents, deposit, advances
and payments issued by each
hotel areas (bar, restaurant, reception and spa). It also feeds
the analytical accounting with
data of Production, Employment, stocks and warehouse
consumption. This software
manages principal business processes of the company, like active cycle, passive cycle, handling
of products etc..
Sistemi, Microsoft Dynamics
NAV, SAP, Sage, TeamSystem,
Zucchetti, Sigla UItimate, OSRA,
Pragma, Buffetti, Prassi, ACG,
XSAI, …

Payment system
HOTELCUBE with its
P2PE certified payment systems integration, allows hoteliers to simplify and to
monitor payment flows. It provides to guest innovative payment
methods:
Pre-authorization and topup without credit card details,
too
Partial or total pre-payment
with deposit
Payment during stay and departure
Refund of the amount paid or
pre-authorized
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INTEGRATIONS

Building Automation and
Domotics, Switchboards and
Pay per view
Integrations with different external devices are guaranteed for
more efficient management of
tasks and for better control of
the hotel, such as:

RMS - Revenue Management
System
By integrating interfaces with RMS, you
can increase profits,
growing sale and develop pricing strategy.

Document scanner devices,
digital signature devices and QR
code devices
Telephone exchanges, pay per
view, domotic systems, WI-FI
systems, check-in and checkout throught totem device for
guests
We develop new integrations
according to the guest and market needs.

INTEGRATIONS
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Web Check-in & Web Check-out
You can offer to your guests an
innovative welcome with the
web check-in and web checkout facilities, designed to simplify the front office operations.

Guest data management,
before and after their stay.
Web Check-In system sends a
link by email to your Guests that
allows them to access into reserved area where they can enter
the personal data of the holder
and the accompanying persons,
necessary for legal obligations,
and further customizable data
(e-mail, license plate, …).
When Guest arrives to the hotel,
his check-in is already complete, so he goes directly upstairs in
the room.

The Web Check-Out allows
Guests to check their account
online, add any charges (mini-bar, ...), send a communication to the reception, pay the
balance of the overnight stay,
the services and the tourist tax.
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WEB CHECK-IN AND WEB CHECK-OUT

Restricted areas are secured SSL
safety certificate and customizable them in language texts
and logo.
Web check in and web check out
systems allow effective solutions
to speed up welcome operations and receptionist jobs.
You can offer your guest the
possibility to eliminate waiting
times, adopting an innovative
system.
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